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Divide and Conquer Marketing

Why is commodity marketing so hard to learn? Whenever you start you become overwhelmed with information. You hear from one advisory telling you to sell puts, another is telling you to buy calls. You are told to cover your costs of production. They want you to watch the charts for a head and shoulders, which you thought was in the shampoo isle at the grocery store. Learning marketing can be confusing and daunting, causing many producers to just give up. But the hard fact is, that if you are selling grain or livestock some basic knowledge in marketing is a must. So how do you corral all this information and bring some kind of order to chaos?

One of the best ways to learn marketing is to divide and conquer. In the Women in Ag Marketing Curriculum we divide marketing information into three areas. The areas are: what you need to know about the markets; what you need to know about your ag operation; and what you need to know about yourself. Each area plays a major role in how you market.

What you need to know about the markets...

Before anyone can put together a bike or a machine they first need to know what a screwdriver or box wrench is. The same goes for marketing. To be able to market you need to understand the marketing lingo and learn how the market works.

To be able to talk the “lingo” you need to learn marketing terms, contract specifications, how to figure basis, what fundamentals are affecting the
market and what technical analysis is telling you. Marketing terms and trends are all part of what you need to know about the markets. To be able to market you need to know the difference between a cash contract that can be done at the local elevator and a futures contract that needs to be done with a broker. Basis and marketing trends can affect your operation and marketing decisions.

Understanding how the markets work at the Chicago Board of Trade or any of the other exchanges gives you an idea of how prices are set. Learning how to place an order on the Board or at your local elevator is the first step in pulling the trigger. The more you know about how the markets work, the better you will be at selecting the right marketing tool for your operation.

A personal marketing history helps you make better marketing decisions. Keeping track of daily markets provides a benchmark to compare prices and basis to. A good set of records includes prices for different contract months, cash price and basis. The day-to-day record keeping helps focus on the markets for at least five minutes each day and provides an accurate marketing history for your area. These historical records are used to base marketing decisions on in future years.

**What you need to know about your operation...**

So if we understand how the markets work, the next area to conquer is how does my operation work? Learning about your operation and the costs that it incurs is an important step in marketing.

Almost every operation has a bookkeeper, but there is a difference in having records and using records to make decisions. Putting records into a cost of production worksheet is a simple step. This worksheet can help producers pull the trigger on a price that will make a profit in their operation. Each producer will have a different cost of production. Cost of production can vary on everything from the type of seed you buy to the age of your equipment. If you don’t know your cost of production, how will you decide when to sell.

What you need to know about the operation does not stop at the financials. To market, you need to know the production history of the operation, storage capacity, cash flow planning and different points of sale in the area. How much of each commodity will be available to sell in the upcoming year and how much you will be feeding, how many animals will you be producing and what will you be keeping back, are factors that affect your marketing plan.

This analysis of expenses and income helps set a market entry level price. This is a level to start marketing at. By understanding and gathering this information producers know what they have available to market and the price they need.

**What you need to know about yourself...**

An important, but sometimes overlooked part of marketing are people’s emotions. Understanding yourself can be just as good as a sleeping pill to help you sleep at night. Not understanding the emotional side of making marketing decisions can cause marketing paralysis. Everyone is comfortable with different levels of risk. Knowing your risk posture helps in deciding what kind of marketing strategies you feel comfortable using and helps make marketing decisions easier. Having a written marketing plan can take some of the emotion out of marketing decisions.

**Can marketing be learned...**

The answer is **YES**. The women who have attended the *Women in Ag Marketing Curriculum* are proof that you can learn marketing. *Farm Futures* magazine gave a Marketing IQ test to both their readership and to the women who had attended the *Women in Ag Marketing Curriculum*. While 6% of their readership, which is overwhelmingly men, scored an “A”, 14% of the women who had attended the workshop earned a top grade. The women also had more “B” grades by a 43% to 34% margin.

Marketing does not have to be so overwhelming. Just divide and conquer.
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